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Are you missing out on European upside? 
 

                     
 
 
 
  

  

  
  

  

  

  

  

  
  

  
 

 Improving fundamentals across the region point to a positive outlook. In recent months in the eurozone: 

- consumer confidence has reached a new two year high, 

- manufacturing PMI data has shown the eurozone expanding output at its fastest pace in six years, 

- CPI inflation reached 2% and has returned to normal levels from the deflationary scenario of 2016, 

- GDP growth has stabilised at around 1.7% per annum, and 

- unemployment, although high at 9.5%, has fallen to its lowest levels since 2009. 
 

 Forward P/E ratios indicate relatively attractive valuations. The EURO STOXX 50 is currently trading at 15.5 times earnings 
compared to 18.5 times for the S&P 500. Figure 1, below, shows that over the past five years European valuations have been 
consistently below US levels and that the spread between them is still relatively high despite Europe’s strong price performance over 
the past six months. 
 

            
 

 Key political events in 2017 have so far been positive for the market. Both the Dutch and French elections have seen anti-EU, 
populist candidates overwhelmingly rejected. Many commentators predict Emmanuel Macron’s proposed reforms to improve the 
outlook for the eurozone’s second largest economy. UK and German elections are pending, but are less likely to result in unexpected 
outcomes. 
 

 For Australian investors, Europe offers diversification benefits with differing sector allocations (much higher presence of 
industrials and consumer goods) and a low correlation (average 0.29 over 10 years) with the domestic market.  

 
 There is currency upside potential, with the euro trading just above its recent 13 year lows. A continued recovery in the euro 

would benefit investors who take unhedged exposure to the region. 
 

 The European equity market has shown positive momentum so far in 2017, as shown in Figure 2 above. The EURO STOXX 50 
has produced a total return of 13.8% year-to-date in Australian dollar terms, which compares favourably to returns of 4.6% for the 
S&P/ASX 200, 5.9% for the S&P 500 and 5.0% for the Nikkei 225. 
 

 Investors wishing to add Europe to their portfolio may consider using ETFS EURO STOXX 50® ETF (ESTX), the only ETF in 
Australia tracking Europe’s leading blue-chip index. ESTX offers unhedged exposure to the eurozone with a management fee of 
0.35% per annum.  

Trade idea  –  ETFS EURO STOXX 50® ETF (ESTX) 
 

In this week’s ETF Securities trade idea we look at the improving outlook for 
Europe and ask whether now could be the right time to increase your 
allocation to the region. We identify six key reasons why you should be 
looking more closely at Europe: 
 

1. Improving fundamentals 
2. Attractive valuations 
3. Subsiding political risk 
4. Low correlation with Australia 
5. Potential currency upside 
6. Positive momentum 
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This document is communicated by ETFS Management (AUS) Limited (Financial Services Licence Number 466778) (“ETFS”). This document may not be 
reproduced, distributed or published by any recipient for any purpose. Under no circumstances is this document to be used or considered as an offer to sell, 
or a solicitation of an offer to buy, any securities, investments or other financial instruments and any investments should only be made on the basis of the 
relevant product disclosure statement which should be considered by any potential investor including any risks identified therein. 
 
This document does not take into account your personal needs and financial circumstances. You should seek independent financial, legal, tax and other 
relevant advice having regard to your particular circumstances. Although we use reasonable efforts to obtain reliable, comprehensive information, we 
make no representation and give no warranty that it is accurate or complete. 
 
Investments in any product issued by ETFS are subject to investment risk, including possible delays in repayment and loss of income and principal 
invested. Neither ETFS, ETF Securities Limited nor any other member of the ETF Securities Group guarantees the performance of any products issued by 
ETFS or the repayment of capital or any particular rate of return therefrom. 
 
The value or return of an investment will fluctuate and investor may lose some or all of their investment. Past performance is not an indication of future 
performance.  
 
The EURO STOXX 50® is the intellectual property (including registered trademarks) of STOXX Limited, Zurich, Switzerland (“STOXX”), Deutsche Börse 
Group or their licensors, which is used under license. EURO STOXX 50® is neither sponsored nor promoted, distributed or in any other manner supported 
by STOXX, Deutsche Börse Group or their licensors, research partners or data providers and STOXX, Deutsche Börse Group and their licensors, research 
partners or data providers do not give any warranty, and exclude any liability (whether in negligence or otherwise) with respect thereto generally or 
specifically in relation to any errors, omissions or interruptions in the EURO STOXX 50® or its data. 


